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By relying on the theory of U-statistics of dependent data, we have given a detailed analysis of the 
residual sum of squares, RSS, after fitting a nonlinear autoregression using the kernel method. The 
asymptotic bias of the RSS as an estimator of the noise variance is evaluated up to and including the first order 
term. A similar quantity, the cross validated residual sum of squares obtained by ‘leaving one out’ in the litting is 
similarly analysed. An asymptotic positive bias is obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, a non-parametric approach based on the kernel method and others is 
making an increasing impact on nonlinear time series analysis. A recent reference 
is Auestad and Tjtistheim (1990), which has cited numerous important references. 
This development is quite natural in view ofthe rapid development in non-parametric 
regression with independent observations, the modern history of which probably 
goes back as far as Nadaraya (1965) and Watson (1964). Rosenblatt (1969) and 
Roussas (1969) give important early developments in the directions of regression 
and Markov sequence respectively. The book by H;irdle (1990) is a useful reference. 
Let us take as our non-linear autoregressive (NLAR) model 
z, =F(Z,- I,... 3 L<,) +q> (1.1) 
where the autoregressive function F is unknown and {e,} is a sequence of martingale 
difference with variance a2. Assume that {Z,} is a strictly stationary univariate time 
series with finite variance and absolutely continuous distribution. Let (Z, , . . , Z,) 
denote the observations from (1.1). 
To set up the kernel estimation, let K,, : Rd + 08’ denote a non-negative even kernel 
on [Wd which integrates to unity. Although not essential for our results, it is convenient 
to assume 
Kd(U)= II k("i), (1.2) 
r-1 
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where k: R’+R’ is a non-negative even kernel on [w’ which integrates to unity and 
u = (u, , . . _ , ud) E Rd. Denote the row vector (Zd, . . . , Z,_,) by Y,. Let f denote 
its density function. Let r< N and B(N) denote the bandwidth of the kernel. For 
y E IWd, define 
?N(Y) = 
1 
; &($J, 
(N-r+l)(B(N))d *=I 
1 1 
F”(y)=(N-r+l)(R(N))d (=r 
: Z& (z) {?N(y)}m’. 
Let us define the (normalised) residual sum of squares, RSS, by 
1 
RSS=(N-r+l) ,=I 
: {z,-~N(y,)~‘w(Y,), 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where W is a suitably chosen weight function and r 2 d + 1. In the context of order 
determination, it would be necessary to replace RSS by RSS(d, B(N)) in preparation 
for a minimization with respect to d and B(N). (See, e.g., Cheng and Tong (1992), 
1993).) However, in our present context, d is fixed. To simplify our notation, we 
shall henceforth omit reference to d and N whenever there is no danger of confusion. 
If we envisage searching over d (1 CdsL), say, then we may set raL+1. By 
analogy with classical regression theory, it is expected that RSS will have an 
asymptotic bias as an estimator of (T’. Auestad and Tjostheim (1990) have effectively 
conjectured that the relative bias is negative and equals N-‘B-“yj {K( u)}‘du, where 
y = j W(x) dx/l W(x)f(x) dx. To date, we know of no explicit evaluation of the 
bias to this order in the literature. 
A measure related to the RSS is the cross validated residual sum of squares, CV: 
1 
“‘(N-,+I) ,=r 
; {Z-~,I(Y,)YW(Y,), (1.6) 
where g,,(y) and f,,(y) are as defined by (1.4) and (1.3) respectively, with the 
exception that now the summations over s omit t in each case and the divisor 
(N - r + 1) is replaced by (N - r) for obvious reasons. (Note the omission of the 
suffix N-as announced earlier.) In the case of regression smoothing with indepen- 
dent observations, it is known that, for d = 1, CV is a biased estimate of u2 with a 
relative positive bias of 2{k(O)}N-‘BP’y. (See, e.g., Hardle, Hall and Marron (1988, 
equation 2.5).) Cheng and Tong (1992) have stated an extension of this result to 
nonlinear autoregression. We propose to give a complete proof of this result here. 
This result is significant because it provides the foundation for an order, i.e. d, 
determination of non-linear autoregression when the autoregressive function F is 
unknown. Cheng and Tong (op. tit) have given the details, and they have also 
proved the consistency of this CV and its related approaches (e.g. final prediction 
error-type estimates) under certain conditions. 
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2. Basic notations and assumptions 
Let tii( Z) denote a(Z ,,,. ., Z,), the sigma algebra generated by (Z ,,,. ., Z,). Let _ti: ( .c) = 
a( F,,. , F,) Let {Z,} be a strictly stationary stochastic process with finite variance and 
absolutely continuous distribution. We assume that {Z,} is absolutely regular, i.e. 
pj = SUP E />P (z) #‘(Ate:) - P(A)i}] +O asj+oo. (2.1) 
iiN I +, 
The assumption of absolute regularity for model (1.1) is reasonable. For example, 
Pham and Tran (1985) and Mokkadem (1988) have considered absolute regularity 
for linear autoregressive/moving average models, which include the non-Gaussian 
cases. Pham (1986) has shown that under mild conditions bilinear models are 
absolutely regular, and Mokkadem (1987) has established the same for NLAR. In 
general, every strictly stationary real aperiodic Harris-recurrent Markov chain is 
absolutely regular (Bradley, 1986, p. 176). Note that uniform mixing implies absolute 
regularity, which implies strong (i.e. CI) mixing (op. cit.) 
For {E,} we assume that Vt, 
(Al) E[F,~CJB~~(Z)] =0 a.s., (2.2) 
and 
(A2) E[&:l&l;(Z)] = c’, a strictly positive constant, a.s. (2.3) 
Assumption (A2) is slightly stronger than that required of martingale differences 
but is often used by Hannan and his associates in their studies of the problem of 
order determination in linear models. See, for example, Hannan and Kavalieris 
(1986) and An et al. (1982). 
Now, we notice that from (1.1) and (2.2), 
Z,=E[Z,lZ,~, ,..., .%,I+E,, (2.4) 
with E[E,/Z,-,, . . . , Z,_,] = 0. That is, for each t, Z, can be predicted optimally in 
the least squares sense in terms of Z,_, , . . . , Z,-,. Let .?, denote the least squares 
predictor given by the first term on the right-hand side of (2.4). Since F is not 
assumed known, we consider the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimates such as fi and 
fi,, of the conditional expectation using observations Z, , . . . , Z,,,. 
(A3) 
I 
w, (u(k(u) du coo. 
(A4) F is Hijlder continuous, that is, Vx, y E lRd, 
/F(x)- F(Y)/< c&-_yl“, 
where 0 < p G 1 and 1. ( denotes the Euclidean norm in [Wd. 
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(A5) W is a weight funtion which has a compact support S, and 
O< I W(x) dx<co, 0~ W(x)< 1. R” 
(A6) f is strictly positive on S, and Vx, y E Rd, 
If(x) -f(u)1 s 4x -YI. 
(A7) k has compact support, and Vx, y E [w, 
IQ) - k(y)/ s ~31~ -YI. 
We note that the compactness can be removed by using the method of function 
class as in Robinson (1988). 
(A8) For every, t, s, s-, t’, s’, T’ G N, the joint probability density function of 
( Y,, Ys, Y,, Y,., I’\., Y,,) is bounded. (We should mention that if, for example, t = t’, 
then the assumption requires that the joint probability density function of 
(Y,, Yy, Y,, Y,,, Y,,) exists and is bounded.) 
(A9) Let p-l+ q-’ = 1. For somep>2 and 6>0 such that S<(2/q)-1, 
El&11 2p(‘+s)<~ and EIF( ~,)l~“(‘+‘)<m~. 
(AlOj For 6 in (A9), 
P;l(l+fi) = ()(j_‘), 
where pi is defined by (2.1). 
(Al 1) Letj =j( N) be a positive integer and i = i(N) be the largest positive integer 
such that 2ij~ N and 
(A121 
(A13) 
(A14) 
Some 
]im sup (1 +6e”2p!l(‘+i) ’ 
I 
) <a. 
N-2 
For i in (All) and the bandwidth B, 
lim sup iB” < ~0. 
N-X 
NB2d+~ as N+a. 
For p in (A4), NB2dt2fi + 0 as N + ~0. 
explanation of the above conditions is in order. (Al)-(A4) are obvious. 
(A5) is the introduction of a weight function W, the purpose of which is to overcome 
the ‘infinite integration problem’ in asymptotic expansion encountered by Auestad 
and Tjastheim (1990). (A6), (A7), (A9), (A13) and (A14) are standard conditions 
in non-parametric inference. (AS) is a mild condition, which will be useful when 
we use the mixing inequality. (AlO) is a mild condition, which is weaker than 
geometric ergodicity. (See also comments prior to (Al).) (All) and (A12) were 
given by Roussas (1988). They may be replaced by other assumptions on the mixing 
coefficient p, if other methods are used to show the almost sure consistency of .? 
and F. 
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3. The residual sum of squares 
The following result will be useful. 
Lemma 1 (Roussas, 1988, Theorem 3.1. Under (A3), (A6), (A7) and (AlO)-(A13), 
sup/j;(x) -f(x)( = o(l) a.s. 0 
XES 
Let n = N - r + 1. Now, we state the first main result. 
Theorem 1. Under (Al)-(A14), 
RSs=(~Z,{1-(2~-P)yp~/N+o,(p~/N)), 
where 
y= J‘ W(x) dx/ j- W(x)f(x) dr. 
Proof. Following Hardle and Marron (1985), write 
P(~)-F(Y,)=(~(Y,)-F(Y,))I(Y,)/f(Y,) 
+(a Y,) - F( y,))(f( yr) 4 Y,))/f( Y,). (3.1) 
Note that by Lemma 1, the second term is negligible compared to the first. Since 
RSS=n-’ F F:W(Y,)+2n-’ 
,=I 
,&~(Y/)-mmW(u,) 
+n-’ ; (F(Y,)-F(Y,))'W(Y,), 
by (3.1) and Lemma 1, we have 
RSS=n-’ g e?;W(Y,)+2n-’ g E,(F(Y,)-~(Y,))[~(Y,)!f’(Y,)]‘W(Y,) 
l=r ,--I 
+n-’ I? (F(Y,)-~(Y,))‘L~(~)/f(Y,)l”W(Y,)+o,(R) 
= RSS+2~IRSS I +IHRss+o,(R), say, (3.2) 
where R = 211,,s+III,ss. First, by an (i.e. any standard) ergodic theorem, 
I RSS = u 
2 
W(xlf(x) dx+o,(l). (3.3) 
Now I RSS is just (TX. Secondly, we turn to IIRss. Define 
d,,, = K(B_‘( Y, - Y,)), 
c,,, = (F(Y) -F( Y,))d,,,. 
We get 
II RSS = nP3BPZd ; w,,,d,,7W( Y,)f-‘( Y,) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
_n-3B-2d 
t ~,~,4,,4.,W( Yr)f -9 Yr) 
,.5.7=, 
= IIdl)-IId2), say. 
Since 
S’,(Z) v &L=(E) = &L=(Z) and &T+“,(Z) v &Lm(s) c &:Tm_d(Z), 
e, A (F,, Y,), taking values in Rd+‘, is still absolutely regular. The decomposition 
(3.2) is in terms of sums of dependent observations. One way to analyse these is to 
symmetrize them and then appeal to the theory of U-statistics of dependent observa- 
tions. To this end, define function H’” by 
H”)(e,, e,, c,) = {s,d,,.A,,(2F( Y,) - F( Y5) - F( Y,)) W( Y,)f-‘( Y,) 
+s,d,.,d,,,(2F(Y,)-F(Y,)-F(Y,))W(Y,)f~’(Y,) 
+&J,,d,,(2F(Y,) -F(Y,) -F(Y,))W(Y,)f~‘(Y,)}. 
Then 
II,,,(l) =bnP3B-‘d i H(‘)(e,, e e ) s, i > 
,,s,i=r 
(3.6) 
where the function H”’ is symmetric in its three arguments. 
Let G, G,,, and G,a.,, be the distributions of e,, (e,, e,5) and (e,, e,, e,) respectively. 
Define 
H’,“(x,) = H”‘(x,, x2, x3) dG(x,) x dG(x,), 
H:‘!(X,) x2) = I ff(‘)(x,, x2, xd dG(x,). 
Mimicking Hoeffding’s projection method (see, e.g. Denker and Keller, 1983), we have 
II,,,( 1) = B-2dl? +$C’ BP2d i H’,“( e,) 
,=I 
+$3Bm2d ; [H(‘)( e,, e,, e,y) -3W(e,, e,)f3ff’,“(e,)l 
,,.T =r 
+tn-2B-2d 
; [H:“( e,, e,) -2H(,‘)(e,)l, say. (3.7) 
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The decomposition OS II,,,( 1) in (3.7) is motivated by the desire to show that 
II,,,(l) is negligible. This is achieved by showing that each of the terms on the 
right-hand side of (3.7) is negligible. Let {el”}, {e:“} and {e)“} be multiple indepen- 
dent copies of {e,}. For convenience, let e, (“I denote e,. Then, by Denker and Keller’s 
Proposition 2 (1983), the residual term r? in (3.7) satisfies 
Ei2s cN--‘{sup E(H”‘(ej’,‘, et’2’, el’l’)H”‘(ej$‘, e(\/~‘, e’,!~‘)l ‘+‘c}“f ‘+R) 
+cNp3 sup{EIH”‘(ej’l’, ej’z’, e’,“))H”‘(e)!l’, el!?‘, ej,!~))(‘+‘}‘/(‘~‘;), 
where the first supremum is over all (i,, i,, 3 i ) and (j,, j2, j,) E (0, 1,2,3}’ and all 
t, s, T, t’, s’, T’ such that t f s, t f r, r # s, t’ # s’, t’ # T’, 7’ f s’ and, at most, only one 
pair of co-ordinates between (t, s, T-) and (t’, s’, T’) is equal, and the second supremum 
is over all (i,, iz, i3) and (j, , j2, j,) E (0, 1,2,3}’ and all t, s, 7, t’, s’, T’ such that t # s, 
t f 7, r # s, t’# s’, t’ f r’, r’# s’ and, at least, two pairs of co-ordinates between 
(t, s, T) and (t’, s’, 7’) are equal. 
By Holder’s inequality, (A8), (A9), the first supremum is bounded by 
B 4d/(y+yfi){E(e,12P(‘+fi))l/(2p)(EJF( x)12P(‘+6)}‘/(?P) (3.8) 
for p-’ + 9-l = 1 and q( 1-t 6) < 2, but p need not be greater than q, and the second 
supremum is bounded by 
B2dlcq+4fi’{Ele,( 2,‘(‘+fi’}P/Z{EIF( ~)l2”“+“‘}“/‘. 
(3.9) 
Thus, by (3.8), (3.9), and (A13), 
i = oJ( NBd)-‘). (3.10) 
Next, we treat the second term in (3.7). Let 
a= d,,Fd,,~(F(~)-F(Y\))dGxdG. I 
We have 
Hl”(e,) = 2e,g,W( Y,)f-‘( Y,). 
Hence, 
E[np’BdZd f H\“(e,)]‘< cv’np’B-4dE[gf W’( Y,)]. 
,=r 
Since F is Holder continuous, by (A3), (A4) and the boundedness and compactness 
of K, 
(g,l s cB“+~~. 
We get by (A14), 
C’BPZd f H\“(e,) = o,((NBd)F’). 
I=#- 
(3.11) 
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(Note: As a referee has pointed out, the right side of (3.11) may be sharpened to 
o,((NB *“‘“)-‘). However, the cruder term is sufficient for Theorem 1.) Now, we 
treat the third term in (3.7). We know that, while s = T, 
H(‘Ye,, ep, e,) = 2&(F( Y,) - F( K)) W( Y,).I-‘( Y,)) 
+2K(O)E,d,.,(F(Y,)-F(Y,))W(Y,)f~’(Y,). 
By E[e,]&L~(Z)] = E[E,]&Z(Z)] =O, (A3), (A4), (A6), (A7), it is easy to see 
E 
1 
i [H”‘(e e 
2 
I, s, e )-3H:“(e 5 e )+3H”‘(e)] f, 5 1 I 
I 
< cN’. 
f,.T= r 
So by (A13), 
tn P3B-2d F [H(‘)(e,, e,Y, es)-3H:“( e,, e,)+3H’,“(e,)] = o,((NBd)-‘). 
,,e=r 
(3.12) 
Similarly, by 
and 
H:‘)(e,, e,) =2&J(O) d,,,(F( I’,) - F( Y,)) dGW( Y,)fP2( I’,) 
H\“(e,) = 2e, d,,,d,,,(2F( Yr) - F( Y,) - F( Y,)) dG x dGW( Y,)f-‘( Yr), 
from E[~,ldL2] =0 and (A3), (A4), (A6), (A7), 
E ,;, [H:“(e,, e,) -2#“(e,)l 
1 
2 
s cN. 
So by (A13), we have 
$-2B-*d ; [H;l’( e,, e,) -2H:“(e,)] = op(( NBd))‘). 
Therefore, putting everything together, we get 
IL&l) =oJ(N@-‘). 
Define 
H(*)(e,, e,, e,) = (&,e, + &,~,)d,,,d,,,W( XV-*( Y,) 
$-(&,&I + e,e,)d,,,d,,,W( y,)f-‘( Y,) 
+(&,&,+&E,&,)Cl,,,d,,,W(Y,)f --*(K). 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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N 
II,,,(2) =+n-3Bp2d 1 HC2)(e,, e,T, e,) 
f,T,T=T 
=$-‘~-2d Z [H(*Ye,, e,, eT)-3WYe,, e.,)l ,,.q=, 
+fnp2B-*“ E Hy)(e,, e,). 
I, 7, f = * 
Notice here H\*‘( e,) = 0. By similar treatment for II,& l), we can show that 
bp3Bmzd ; [Ht2’( e,, e,, e,)-3Hy’(e,, e,)]=op((NBd)-‘). 
,,*,7=1 
On the other hand, 
f@)(e,, e,) = wy 4,,4,, dGW( Y, if-*( J’,) 
+ &,E, I dr,.J,,, dGW( Klf-“( Yr). 
Hence 
_ -2g-2d f $ &d,,, dGW( KIf-*( Y,) 
,=I 
+2n-‘B-“d 1 F,,E, 4,,4,, dGW( Y,)f-‘( Y,) 
\- I 
Firstly, 
= bd2, 1)+21L~d2,2), say. 
II,,,(2, l)=n-‘B-“K(0) f &fWY,)fP’(Y,) 
I=# 
+K(O)B” E E;[B-~ 4.7 dG -f( Y,)l W Y,lf-‘( Y,). r=r 
Since f is HGlder continuous, we have 
dr,,dG-f’(Y,) =0(B) 
So, we have 
II,,,(2, l,=(NB”)~‘K(0)a~y,+o,((NBd)-‘), 
where 
By an (i.e. any standard) ergodic theorem, we have 
YN = j W(x) dx/j Wx)f(x) dx+o,(l) 
= y+o,(l), say. 
Hence, we get 
Secondly, we define 
(3.15) 
b,,, = b( I’,, Y) P 4,,4,, dGW( Yslf-‘( Y,). 
so 
1 
2 
d.d\,, dGW( Y,lf-‘( Y,) 
= c* C’ E .s5.e,b,.,,b,5 , - E,,&, 1 b,,,rb,,, dG] + 2 ,F, E~~ib~,,,, 
where C’ denotes a summation over s < t, S’ < t and s # s’. By Denker and Keller’s 
Lemma 6 (1983), for s’ # s, we have 
s 4p;i’;,‘,fi(‘,,,., max{EI&,,E,b.~,,,b,,rl’+S, 
Ele,,s,b( Y,, Yj”)b( Y5, Yj’))/‘+‘}“(‘+‘) 
s Cpp/~~~~,.~.~B4d’4(‘+*) (by (~8)). 
Hence by (AlO), 
C’ IEhd?~,& - &,,E, I b,,,,b,, dG]I = O(NB4d”““+“‘) 
And by (A2), (AS), 
C E[&;,,] = 1 a*Ebf,, = 0(N2B3d). 
PC, s < f 
So, we get 
11,,,(2,2) = o,((NBd)-‘). (3.16) 
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Finally, we consider the term IIIRss. By ( 3.2)) 
III RSS = n 3B-2d w,4,,d,,W Y,l.r’( Y,) 
-2n-3B-2” z ~,d,,~c,,,W( Y,)f’( Y,) 
+ n?B--“I ; c,,,c,,,W( Y,)“T? Y,) 
I,%,TmT 
= IIIRss( 1) -2111,,,(2)+ 111,,,(3), say. 
Similar to II,,s(2, l), we can show that 
111,,,( I ) = (NB”) ’ 
I 
{K(u)}~dlla;?,y+o,,((NB”)~‘) 
Using similar treatment for II,,,(l), we get 
111,,,(2) = o,((NB”)-‘. 
Finally, by (A4), 
E[~111,,,(3)~] d cB”~. 
So, by (Al4), 
111,,,(3) = oP(( NBd)-‘). Cl 
Suppose that we choose the kernel to be of the Gaussian type, 
k(u) = (2rr)“‘exp(-0.5u)‘. 
Then 
a= (2n) -d’s, p= (4n) P(“3, 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
For this choice of k the bias as quantified by Theorem 1 is indeed negative as 
conjectured by Auestad and Tjostheim (1990). In a recent unpublished preprint, 
they have revised the magnitude of the negative bias, which for our set-up is now 
in agreement with ours. The said preprint has also stated a result based on heuristics 
which covers the case of non-constant conditional variance, i.e. relaxes (A2). 
4. Cross validation 
The second main result is stated in the form of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Under (Al)-(A14), 
CV=RSS{1+2aypd/N+o,(pd/N)}. 
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Remark. A similar result was obtained by Hardle et al. (1988) in the nonparametric 
regression model. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let all summations be from r to N. 
cv=nP~[z,-E(Y,)+~(Y,)-~,,(Y,)]2W(Y,) 
= RSS+2K C [Z,-fi( Y,)][$Y,)-&(Y,)] W( Y,) 
= RSS+21&+11&, say. 
Since 
(4.1) 
by the boundedness of K and f and Lemma 1, 
P(Y)-?,!(Y,)-Wd)-‘. (4.2) 
Since I& contains random denominators, we shall employ the usual technique in 
kernel estimation (e.g. Hardle and Marron, 198.5) to remove them. This, together 
with (4.2) and Lemma 1, gives 
I~,=n~‘C[Z~(~)-~(~)P(Y,)l 
[~(Y,)~(Y,)-~,,(Y,)~,,(Y,)lf~2(~)W(~)+Op(~~”) 
= Icv+o,UcvL say, 
and 
Using 
and 
= II,,+ oP( IIcv), say. 
P(Y,)j‘(Y,)-~,,(Y,)~,,(Y,)=n~‘B-~~Z,d,,,-(n-l)~‘B-“~Z,d,, 
.s \+, 
=-n~‘i,,(y,)~,,(y,)+n-‘BdZ,d,,, (4.3) 
z,j(Y,)-~(Y,)~(Y,)=n~‘B-dC(Z,-Z,)d,,, 
= n-‘BP c (8, - &,)d,,, + n-‘BP c c,,,, (4.4) 
I 7 
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we get 
I,,= an-3B-‘d c (6, - F,)d,,,zp( Y,) W( Y() 
+ an -’ Bp2d 1 Z,cJ’( Y,) W( Y,) 
I, F 
= Icv( 1) + I,,(2) - k,(3) - k,(4), say. 
I& 1) = (Yn -3B-2d 2 (F, - ~,)d,,,~,f~‘( Y,) W( Y,) 
(4.5) 
+anm3Bm’” C (E,--,)d,,,F( Y,)f+( Y,) W( Y,) 
1.f 
= I,.“( 1, 1) + I& 1,2), say. (4.6) 
Let 
H(‘)(e,, e,) = (8, - ~,)dr,,~,fm2( Y,) WC K) 
+.(5 -&,)d.~,,&,f~2(y,)W(T,), 
H’,“(x ) = I H”‘(x x ) dG(x ) I, 2 2 3 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
and 
H:1) = J H”‘(X, ) x2) dG(x,) x dG(x,). (4.9) 
Then 
H:“(e,) = .z:f-~‘( Y,) W( Y,) d,,, dG+ k d,,f-‘( Y,) W( Y,) dG 
(4.10) 
and 
H;==2a’ d,,,f-2(y)W(Y,)dGxdG. J (4.11) 
Similar to (3.7), we have 
IC”( 1, 1) = $cxn -3B-2” 1 [H”‘( e,, e,)-2H’,“(e,)+ Hi,“] 
,, s 
(4.12) 
By a similar treatment to II,,,(l), we can show that the first two terms of (4.12) 
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are each o,((NBd)-‘). On the other hand, 
I 4,,f-20’,W’(Y,)dGxdG 
= K(B-‘(x, -xz))f-‘(x,)f(xJ W(x,) dx, dxz 
= Bd I W(x) dx+o,(B”) (by (1.2)). 
so 
I&l, l)= an-‘Bpd W(x) dx + o,,(( IVB”)m’). 
By a similar treatment to IIRss(l), we can show that 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Let 
H”‘(~,,~,)=Z,C,,,~~~(Y,)W(Y,)+Z,~,.,~’-~(Y,)W(Y,), 
H;“(x,) = 
I 
H”‘(x,, x2) dG(xJ, 
Hc’ = H’“‘(x,, x2) dG(x,) dG(x,). 
Then we can write 
I,-,(2) =$c~n~‘B-‘~ 1 H(‘)(e,, e,) 
+anm2B-“’ C [H:2’(e,) _#‘I] + + -‘Bp’“H;,” 
= I&2, l)+&rn~‘B~‘“Hjf’, say. 
By a similar treatment to II,,,(l), we can show that 
ICv(2, 1) = o&M-‘). 
On the other hand, by (Al), 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
#?=2 F(x,)[F(x,) - F(x,)lK (B-‘(x, -x,)lf-‘(xdf(x2) W(x,) dx, dx2 
S const IF( Ix, --21I*K (B-‘( x1 -x,)Y’(x,Mx2) W(x,) dx, dx2 
(by (A4)) 
- BF+d 
I 
IF( Ix,l”K (XX’(x,X/-(x, - Bxj) W(x,) dx, dx, 
- B@+d as N+cc (by (A5) and (A6)). (4.18) 
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Therefore, we have 
$cun~‘BFdH{;’ = oJ( A&)- > 
and hence 
I, “(2) = op(( MI”))‘). 
Now 
I,-,(3) = n_‘(n - l))‘BF ; (E, - ~,)~A,,~,,%~‘( Y) W( y,) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
+ pyn _ l)-‘B-*d 
i (&,--E,)F(Y,)d,,,d,,,f~2(Y,)W(Y,) 
= n-‘[k,(3, l)+kv(3,2)], say. 
Using a similar argument as previously, we have 
I&3, l)=o,((NB”) -‘) and I&3, 2)=0,((M) -I). 
Thus 
I,.,(3) =op( (NW’) -I). 
Similarly 
I,,(4) = ol, ( (AU?“) ~ ’ ) 
(4.21) 
Putting everything together, we have proved that 
I,.” = c&n-‘pd 
I 
W(x) dx + OJ (A@) ~ ’ ). (4.22) 
By Theorem 1, RSS is a consistent estimator of U’ I W(x)f(x) dx. Therefore 
I,v=RSS{ayp”/N+o,(p”/N)}. 
Next, 
IIcv= n_‘C [n-‘B+Z&-n-’ &,( Y’)j;,( Y’>]‘f_“( Y’) W( y,> 
I 
s 2np’Bm2d 1 Zfd&f-‘( y,) W( Y,) 
+2n-‘C[~,,(Y,)~,,(Y,)l~~-*(~)W(Y,). (4.23) 
It easily follows that 
IL-= o,((AW)‘). (4.24) 
Equations (4.1), (4.22) and (4.24) together then complete the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
5. Discussion 
There is a point of contact between our results and those of Gjorfi, Hardle, Sarda 
and Vieu (1990, especially Chapter 6), namely the same asymptotic expression for 
the rate of convergence, i.e. (NBd))‘, and both groups use the cross-validation 
approach. However, the motivations are different. Their analysis is mainly motivated 
by the optimal choice of the bandwidth, i.e. B, whilst ours is the consistent determina- 
tion of the number of ‘regressors’, i.e. d. For the latter problem, an exact asymptotic 
expression such as that given by Theorem 2 is critical. Otherwise the proof could 
be much simplified and the assumptions weakened. Note that the assumption of 
absolute regularity is not crucial for our results. For example, it may be replaced 
by strong mixing. (See, e.g., Cheng and Tong, 1993.) 
Theorems 1 and 2 imply that 
cv=(T~{l+pypd/N+O~(pd/N)}, 
and so 
E[CV] = u2 I Wxl.I-(xl dx{l +Pwdl~l, (5.1) 
on ignoring terms of lower order. Auestad and Tjostheim (1990) have derived an 
expression similar to (5.1) using an argument similar to Akaike (1970) for the 
derivation of the now well-known final prediction error (FPE). This then shows the 
asymptotic equivalence of the CV and the FPE order determination criteria in the 
context of unknown autoregressive function E However, note that, unlike the FPE 
approach, the CV approach does not invoke the assumption of independent copies 
used by Akaike (1970). 
Cheng and Tong (1992, p. 434) have observed that if k(0) = 0, then under (Al)- 
(Al4), 
on using Theorem 1 alone. Thus RSS with k(0) = 0 is equivalent to a special case 
of CV. An interesting question is thus: Does this observation provide a short cut 
to the proof of the result (equivalent to Theorem 2) 
cv=(T~{l+P~~d/N+Op(pd/N)) 
for general k subject to only (Al)-(Al4), i.e. without restricting k(0) =O? The 
obvious device of replacing k by k’ with 
would unfortunately require the relaxation of (A7). It would not seem difficult to 
relax (A7) to the extent that the inequality is only required to hold almost surely. 
However, the ‘event y = y,’ in (1.3)-( 1.4) may have non-zero probability as N+ 03. 
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Another related issue is the so-called predictive residual sum of squares (PRE). 
This may be obtained by replacing f by i and fi by fi,, namely 
and 
and 
PRE(d)=n-’ ; {Z,-fi,(Y,)}2W(Y,). 
,==I 
Unfortunately we have not been able to obtain any theoretical results yet but would 
offer the obvious conjecture that its behaviour will be connected with the well-known 
Bayesian information criterion in conventional linear time series analysis. 
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